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challenges as they set out to architect, implement, and fabricate
MPSoCs that will burn very little power (sub watt in many
cases), while achieving high performance (often 10, 20, or
more billions of operations per second).
Traditionally, Instruction-Level Processors (ILPs) have been
the predominant choice for computationally complex digital
signal processing due to their high flexibility and cost-efficiency.
As computational complexity increases, ILPs mainly suffer
from high energy per operation ratio often leading to exorbitantly high power consumption to compute only a few billion
operations per second [2]. On average, only 3% of the energy
per instruction is consumed for the actual computation [3]
while the remaining 97% are spent for data and instruction
movement through the memory/cache hierarchy and complex
instruction/data fetch. In result, the demand for performance
and power drive system architects to heterogeneous platforms
combining ILPs and custom HW Accelerators (ILP+HWACCs)
[4], [5], [6], [7]. HWACCs have the potential for ultimate power
efficiency; however, typically target a dedicated application
with limited flexibility. This forces designers to navigate a
tradeoff between flexibility and performance/power efficiency.
In current heterogeneous ILP+HWACCs platform, HWACCs
are used as the offload engines for compute-intense frequently
occurring application kernels (e.g. H.264, JPEG encoder).
Designing dedicated HWACCs and ASICs for every applicI. I NTRODUCTION
ation is prohibitively expensive due to resources, tools and
Heterogeneous Multiprocessor System-on-Chips (MPSoCs) high NRE costs. Conversely, the opportunities of utilizing
have emerged as the main architecture solution for many high- smaller HWACCs and pipelining them to construct larger
performance embedded computing platforms [1]. One trend applications are very little explored due to many challenges.
is to design MPSoCs for a broader scope, such as a group of Current designs are bandwidth hungry as accelerators exchange
evolving markets supporting many applications with similar data through Direct Memory Access (DMAs) which creates
functionality yet varying requirements. Targeting a broad set of significant traffic as well as requires large on-chip buffers.
applications across multiple markets aims to mitigate the design In addition, with increasing HWACCs, ILPs are increasingly
and development costs through higher quantity [1]. With the burdened with synchronizing, scheduling and coordinating
emergence of challenging market domains, such as embedded- data exchange between HWACCs, not being able to efficiently
vision, wireless base-band and cyber-physical systems, low- utilize the HWACCs [7], [5], [8]. In result, while individual
power high-performance computing has become a main focus large HWACCs offer computation efficiency opportunities,
for system developers. With this, MPSoC architects face many composing application out of multiple accelerators is currently

Abstract—The exponential growth in computation demand
drives chip vendors to heterogeneous architectures combining
Instruction-Level Processors (ILPs) and custom HW Accelerators
(HWACCs) in an attempt to provide the needed processing
capabilities while meeting power/energy requirements. ILPs, on
one hand, are highly flexible, but power inefficient. Custom
HWACCs, on the other hand, are inflexible (focusing on dedicated
kernels), but highly power efficient. Since, designing HWACCs for
every application is cost prohibitive, large portions of applications
still run inefficiently on ILPs. New processing architectures are
needed that combine the power efficiency of HWACCs while
still retaining sufficient flexibility to realize applications across
targeted market segments.
This paper introduces Function-Level Processors (FLPs) to
fill the gap between ILPs and dedicated HWACCs. FLPs are
comprised of configurable Function Blocks (FBs) implementing selected functions which are then interconnected via programmable point-to-point connections constructing an extensible/configurable macro data-path. An FLP raises programming
abstraction to a Function-Set Architecture (FSA) controlling
FBs allocation, configuration and scheduling. We demonstrate
FLP benefits with an industry example of the Pipeline-Vision
Processor (PVP). We highlight the gained flexibility by mapping
10 embedded vision applications entirely to the FLP-PVP offering
up to 22.4 GOPs/s with average power of 120 mW. The results
also demonstrate that our FLP-PVP solution consumes 14x18x less power than an ILP and 5x less power than a hybrid
ILP+HWACCs solution.
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Compared to a HWACC, an FLP increases flexiblity by offering (5x-12x higher power [11]). In result, FPGAs are favored for
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To provide background and motivate our design choice in
granularity for the FLP concept, we first categorize existing
approaches. A trade-off exists between flexibility (i.e. ability
to execute different applications) and efficiency in terms of
performance and power. Table I conceptualizes the tradeoff, comparing architectures with varying programmability
granularity from the finest granularity (bit-level in FPGAs) to
the coarsest granularity (application-level in Custom-HWs).
FPGAs are configurable at bit-level [10] and thus offer the
finest granularity. Operations (e.g. logic, arithmetic) at arbitrary
bit width can be composed with an arbitrary connection. FPGAs
have a high area & power cost in comparison to ASIC design
1 The
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Figure 1: High-level ILP+HWACC architecture
To still construct flexible solutions, Custom-HW components
are utilized as HW Accelerators (HWACCs) coupled to an ILP
such as shown in Fig. 1. Here, the ILP executes the top-level
application (often still quite compute intense) providing flexibility and offloads predefined application kernels to HWACCs.
The ILP is responsible for HWACC configuration, managing
data transfers and synchronization. On-chip scratchpad memory
is required to avoid additional data movement and inefficient
accesses to off-chip memory which would otherwise diminish
the accelerator’s efficiency [13]. However, large scratchpads
are often under-utilized ([8] reports 30% utilization). Overall,

the efficiency of a heterogeneous ILP+HWACCs architecture (CGRAs) [21], [22] and Application-Specific Instruction Prois bounded by the remaining ILP computation and overhead cessors (ASIPs) [23], [24]. CGRAs interconnect homogeneous
of managing HWACCs.
compute units (CUs) which are instruction-level programAnalyzing the solution space of existing efficiency/flexibility mable via a mesh or crossbar network. They offer spatially
design choices reveals a gap to be filled between Custom-HW decomposed fine-grained parallelism. CGRAs aim to accelerate
and ILP approaches. New solutions are needed that increase compute intense-loops, but are not intended to execute whole
the flexibility (i.e. programmability) over existing Custom-HW, applications. Polymorphic Pipeline Array (PPA) [12] proposes
while at the same time improving the efficiency over ILP hierarchical decomposition of CGRAs to expand the scope.
approaches. In this context, focusing on selected markets (or [25], expands by offering both SIMD and MIMD parallelism
an application domain) allows to restrict the required flexibility on a 1D array of homogeneous CUs. In [26], a similar idea
to a set of applications, opening up opportunities to increase is explored with a 2D homogenous array of CUs targeting
Algebra matrix operations. Overall, CGRAs and its extended
efficiency through specialization.
To fill this gap, we envision a programming granularity at a architectures are promising approaches showing considerable
function level (coarser than instructions and finer than applica- performance improvements over ILPs. However, they have
tions) formalized as an Function Set Architecture (FSA). To higher power consumption in comparison to HWACCs since
translate the coarser granularity into efficiency, an architecture they offer more flexibility. Their fine-grained interconnects
could be composed of smaller custom-HWs that implement a also contribute to power consumption and cost limiting their
small kernel function each (instead of applications). They then scalability. Furthermore, these approaches are still dependent
have to be efficiently chained together to construct the larger on a host ILP for management, scheduling and realization of
application. Challenges on how to efficiently compose custom- a complete application.
ASIPs also aim for efficiency and flexibility. Examples
HW blocks, avoiding costly external memory traffic, and
avoiding high synchronization overhead need to be overcome. include Tensilica [23] and the Software-Configurable Processor
Section IV describes our approach to fill the gap with the (SCP) proposed by Stretch [24]. ASIPs offer special instructions
for mapping dedicated C-functions to specific custom-HW
Function-Level Processor (FLP).
units inside the processor pipeline at a level from single
operations to complex functions [24]. DYSER [22] is a
III. R ELATED W ORK
hybrid CGRA/ASIP approach proposing a CGRA-like structure
Much research has been invested into utilizing hardware integrated into an ILP’s pipeline. It allows to customize the
accelerators for building heterogeneous ILP+HWACC archi- data-path according to application needs. With a different angle,
tectures offering design points along the efficiency/flexibility QSCORE tiles HWACCs to an ILP core [24], for delivering
trade-off. Loop-Accelerator [14], Platform 2012 [6], VEAL power-efficiency for most recurring traces of general-purpose
[15], Streaming Accelerator[16], SARC Architecture [17], and programs including OS kernel. Similarly, the approach in [27]
BERET [18] are only few examples. Hybrid ILP+HWACCs tiles a coarse grain programmable pipelined co-processor with
have been designed addressing market demands, such as the an ILP offering power efficiency and flexibility for Software
IBM power EN for cloud computer systems [5], or Texas Instru- Defined Radio (SDR) protocols. In general, ASIPs can provide
ments (TI) DaVinci platform [4] for vision/video processing. In higher efficiency with fairly good flexibility. They can work
general, these approaches demonstrate significant performance on limited code size while they still depend on instructions
improvement and energy reduction over pure ILP solutions. and suffer from the limitation and in-efficiency of ILPs.
However, in contrast to the FLP concept, the HWACCs are
Overall, our FLP architecture differs from current approaches
considered as co-processors instead of autonomous processing in multiple aspects. First, rather than accelerating individual
elements. As such, they always depend on the main-ILP for kernel applications by dedicated HWACCs, we propose set of
operating on data streams. Furthermore, HWACCs are mainly composable Function-Blocks that can be chained to realize a
designed at application-level granularity where they can only set of applications within market. Secondly, we propose an
perform a predefined kernel with limited configurability.
architecture solution for cascading FBs to avoid unnecessary
Few approaches touch on the idea of composing bigger ap- data movements, on-chip buffers and DMA transfers. Third, our
plications out of many accelerators to further increase efficiency. proposed FLP can operate autonomously, meaning that an FLP
Accelerator-Rich CMPs [19] and Accelerator-Store[8] hint on configured to execute and schedule applications independently
the potential of accelerator chaining, but do not demonstrate from ILPs.
how a composition can be performed to compose HWACCs
IV. F UNCTION -L EVEL P ROCESSOR (FLP)
to an application. CHARM [20], which extends over [19],
proposes that accelerators are distributed across the chip and
To fill the gap between ILP flexibility and custom-HW
exchange data through DMAs. However, such mechanism efficiency, we propose a new architecture template: Functionimposes a considerable traffic as well as requires on-chip level Processor (FLP). An FLP is targeted for a selected market,
buffers to realize accelerator data exchange.
to constrict the flexibility needs allowing for specialization. It
Two additional approach classes that aim for both efficiency aims to combine efficiency of dedicated custom HW with a
and flexibility are Coarse-Grain Reconfigurable Architectures sufficient level of flexibility to execute a set of applications of
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(FB).
Fig. 2 shows the overall architecture of an FLP as a
composition of Function Blocks (FBs) with configurable custom FB may contain a stream buffer (c) for temporary storage
interconnects (MUXs) and hierarchical memory buffers/caches. of streaming data (e.g. an integral function would utilize a
Each FB represents a function primitive of the targeted market. local buffer). Control/configuration (d): each FB implements
To achieve efficient communication and also to minimize power a slave interface exposing control and configuration registers.
hungry memory subsystem accesses, the FLP distinguishes (as The configuration registers alter the computation performed
illustrated by colors in Fig. 2) between streaming data (white), and parametrize the functionality. Examples include threshold
operational data (black), and control / configuration (blue). values, data dimensions, or even specific operations. Control
In this section, we discuss the main architectural features of registers disable / enable a FB. Finally, an (e) operational
the FLP starting from individual function-Blocks (FB), FB data buffer allows the FB to access the memory hierarchy
composition to construction within an FLP, and finally the FLP (e.g. coefficient parameters for Convolution or distribution
system integration into heterogeneous MPSoCs.
parameters in a Guassian equation).
Identifying and selecting suitable FBs is a research challenge
A. Function-Block (FB)
similar
to the existing problem of accelerator selection in a
At the core of an FLP are its FBs. Each FB implements
HW/SW
co-design. It opens a research opportunity to identify
a single (or small set of) well-defined functions providing a
suitable
function
blocks that can be composed meaningfully. In
meaningful API that enables interconnecting with adjacent FBs.
general,
compute
intense kernels that are frequently occurring
One can consider a FB as a small configurable IP component
in
the
selected
application
domain are good FB candidates.
with C-function granularity (e.g. Convolution, Cartesian to
Additionally,
FBs
need
to
be
selected such that they allow
Polar conversion, Gaussian equation). FBs are not meant to
macro
pipeline
construction
(building
applications). This may
realize application-level algorithms, but rather are function
necessitate
FBs
that
act
as
glue
logic
with little own comprimitives of designated markets; interconnected/fused together
putation
(e.g.
basic
arithmetic
and
logic
operations), which
to construct multiple algorithms / applications.
Fig. 3 outlines the general structure of an FB with five major in an accelerator context would not be selected for HW
components: (a) FB datapath, (b) stream-in / stream-out, (c) implementation. Conversely, in the FLP concept such glue
stream buffer (d) configuration/control registers, (e) operational logic FBs allow keeping data within the FLP and avoid costly
data. The FB’s datapath (a) is optimized to efficiently realize data movement and synchronization with an ILP. They help to
the FB’s functionality (y = f (x)). The datapath offers some increase the FLPs efficiency and autonomy.
flexibility through operation modes, such as configuring the
matrix size (5x5 or 3x3) of a convolution FB or switching B. FBs Interconnection
between different range of data types or data structures.
Irrespective of the granularity of custom HW components
Stream-in / stream-out (b) carries the main data for direct (e.g. FB in FLP or accelerators in other architectures), efficiently
FB-to-FB communication. An FB can have in/out stream chaining them to construct larger applications is a sought
ports each with unique data types and lengths. Depending after research topic. Initial accelerator chaining approaches
on the operation mode the FB may use primitive (uint32), are inefficient as they rely on DMA-based communication,
aggregated (array) or custom data types (e.g. structures). An imposing significant traffic to memory hierarchy and require

Figure 2: General FLP Architecture Composition.
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Figure 5: FB-to-FB MUX-based communication

responsible to perform data marshaling and de-marshaling in
their input/output ports Fig. 5. As individual ports connect to
Figure 4: Chaining Function Blocks (FBs).
different types of FBs, control registers within the FB determine
large on-chip buffers. To obtain an efficient overall solution, the type of marshaling/de-marshaling with respect to source
the aim is to avoid synchronization overhead with an ILP, as and destination.
well as hide most of the traffic from the memory hierarchy.
Since FBs in an FLP operate on streaming data, we consider
To avoid memory traffic, a dedicated point-to-point connection all FBs and MUXes operating on the same streaming clock.
for streaming data between FBs is desirable. At the same Streaming data can vary in data complexity (from primitive
time however, some interconnect flexibility is needed to allow to aggregate data type) and in frequency of data availability
constructing varying datapaths of FBs for different applications. (at most one sample per clock). This necessitates side-channel
To achieve both efficiency and flexibility, we propose a signals provide run-time control over communication modes
configurable MUX-based interconnect between FBs. As shown and availability of data (enable signal in Fig. 5). The source
in Fig. 2, direct FB-to-FB communication is realized by a set FB is responsible for signaling availability. As an example, an
of configurable multiplexers (MUXs). Theoretically, an n:n FB with an integral operation over 10 pixels generates single
communication would offer the most flexibility. However, in valid data every 10 cycles to the next FB.
practice a sparser connectivity is desirable that only allows
In summary, the FLP’s MUX-based interconnect offers
connections between (a) compatible ports that use the same data configurable point-to-point connections between compatible
type and (b) feasible connection which allows a functionally FBs avoiding costly data movement in the memory hierarchy.
meaningful composition. Compatibility (a) is determined by
the datatype, data length and semantic (Polar or Cartesian C. Memory Organization
One of the main sources of inefficiency in ILPs is the lack
representation). The feasibility (b) of connections is defined by
the application flows envisioned for the targeted market as not of separation between streaming data and operational data.
all combinations necessarily lead to meaningful applications. Fig. 6 illustrates the difference. Streaming data is the data
Determining FB connection requires analyzing the application under processing (pixels in case of vision). Streaming data
often enters or exits the system through dedicated system I/O
domain and determining meaningful FB compositions.
At run-time, FBs are interconnected by MUX configuration. ports (e.g. video interfaces), bypassing the memory hierarchy.
After establishing the connection, no further control is required Conversely, operational data is local data needed for realizing
and FBs directly communicate independently; synchronized by the computation (e.g. kernel density histogram or Gaussian
the availability of data or control signals. For organizational parameters). If the amount of local data exceeds local storage
purposes the FLP groups FBs into stages following the main (e.g. scratchpad), it is emitted to the memory hierarchy. ILPs
flow of the analyzed applications (highlighted in Fig. 2). FBs waste significant power and processing cycles as streaming
in different stages can be interconnected together in scatter, and operational data (which have different access patterns) are
gather, and self-feedback modes. Additional MUXs allow intertwined and compete for the same memory hierarchy.
In order to avoid unnecessary memory traffic, the FLP
for- and back-warding data between FLP stages increasing
the flexibility in macro-pipeline construction. The distributed separates between streaming data (white), operational data
MUXed interconnect system empowers concurrent execution. (black) highlighted in Fig. 2. This separation offers prioritizing
Fig. 4 exemplifies a possible chaining across multiple FBs, traffic based on nature and role of data in execution. Most
focusing on FLP customized interconnection. In Fig. 4, f (x), traffic occurs with the streaming data, hidden by using point-toh(x), q(x) and p(x) are chained together through the MUXs point connections between FBs. In fact, FBs are fused together
building a bigger application, while g(x) and p(x) are not to remove the unnecessary memory access for streaming data.
used, thus power-gated. Each MUX can receive a limited set The stream data may hit the memory system only at the end
of inputs from a predefined set of FBs, thus determining the of entire application through streaming DMAs. In addition,
chaining flexibility and limitation. For instance, MUX0 has
Streaming
only two inputs from f (x) and g(x), or MUX2 can get input
Data
Stream
Processing
from f (x), g(x) and h(x). Different arrows widths visualize
different data types that can be passed across FBs.
Operational
Data
To further illustrate how FB-to-FB MUX-based communicMem. Hierarchy
ation is realized, Fig. 5 zooms into f (x) to h(x) connection.
Figure 6: Streaming data vs operational data
MUXes are agnostic of the type of data passed. Hence, FBs are
Step2

Step3

the FLP offers access to memory hierarchy which is however
reserved for operational data. Operational data (e.g. Gaussian
parameters) is frequently accessed by the FBs thus should be
cached. Two stages of buffer / caches are provided one per each
FLP stage and one global data buffer/cache which is shared
between all stages (highlighted by pink color in Fig. 2).
The operational memory can be configured to be either
scratchpad buffers or local cache memories. In scratchpad
mode, with a Direct Memory Access (DMA) interface, these
buffers can directly write and read operational data to/from
the main memory. In cache mode, the memory in the FLP
stages, combined with FLP shared cache construct a memory
hierarchy. One research question is to determine the suitability
of coherency across stages and levels. By design, FB-to-FB
communication occurs through the stream interfaces, thus
relieving strain on the memory subsystem and reducing the
need of coherency.
D. Autonomous Runtime Control/Configuration

than the ISA of an ILP. In contrast to an ISA which offers an
arbitrary sequence of instructions, an FLP reduces flexibility
(governed by FB selection, FB configurability, and feasible FB
connection). As a result, the FSA exposes the type and number
of FBs, their configurations and all potential ways that these
FBs can be interconnected to the FLP programmers.
FSA summarizes the set of configuration and control options
for one FLP instance. The FSA forms the basis for programming the FLP, which involves allocation of FBs, configuring
each FB, and determining the interconnection between FBs
to meet applications requirements. One aspect of developing
an FSA for a given market is identifying efficient number of
FBs to deliver maximum autonomous support for applications
within the targeted market.
The FSA can be considered with similar granularity to
common SW libraries (e.g. OpenCV for vision, OpenAL for
audio or Transceiver for Software Define Radio (SDR)) which
offer base function primitives for application development
and simplify programming. As an example, a complex vision
application can be developed by a few lines using OpenCV
API. Nonetheless, tools to guide FLP users to develop their
applications on a given FLP are desired.

E. Function-Set Architecture (FSA)
FSA offers a coarse-grained programmability of the FLP
at the function-level granularity; significantly more abstract

Last-Level Cache

In current heterogeneous systems, the host ILP is responsible
for controlling HWACCs imposing a considerable load to the
ILP while potentially leading to a low HWACCs utilization
[8]. To avoid this overhead, the FLP employs a Control Unit
(CU) to minimize or even eliminate the need for ILP-centric F. System Integration
control. The CU governs allocation of FBs (e.g. power gates
Fig. 7 shows a possible system integration of an FLP to
unused FBs), forwards configuration to the individual FBs a ILP-based system. FLPs do offer more independence than
and configures the MUX-based interconnection. The FLP has individual custom hardware IP blocks as they can independently
a dedicated bus (highlighted by blue color in Fig. 2) for operate on input streams. However, we anticipate pairing
dissemination of control data into to the FB’s control/configure FLP(s) with ILP cores to increase flexibility. While the FLP
registers at configuration points.
performs compute intense stream processing, ILPs can offer
To receive control data, two different operation modes top-level adaptive control and intelligence. Here, FLP and
are conceivable for the CU: (a) ILP controlled mode and ILP exchange data through DMAs operating on the common
(b) independent mode. In ILP control mode (a), the ILP memory hierarchy. Hybrid solutions are common for video
is responsible to fill the FLP control buffers with proper applications, in which the FLP performs pre-processing and
information either directly through memory mapped registers or an ILP makes higher-level decisions on the preprocessed data.
indirectly through a configuration descriptor to be fetched via
In order to allow efficient implementation of streaming
DMA (similar to DMA descriptor-based programming). The applications, the FLP has direct access to system I/O interfaces
FLP controller then independently fetches new configurations for input and output of data without requiring constant processor
and transitions between configuration sets as triggered by events interaction. Examples for system I/O ports include streaming
(either FLP internal or external from ILP). Conversely, in an interface for cameras, general acquisition boards, or outputs
independent mode (b), the FLP would be programmed similarly like video. With access to the I/O interfaces, it is conceivable to
to a coarse-grained ILP. The FLP configuration data is placed build a complete application only out of FBs in an FLP. Overall,
in predefined memory addresses and fetched autonomously FLP adds additional degree of heterogeneity to the current
through FLP configurations. In result, the FLP can operate as MPSoCs to offer low-power high-throughput computation along
an independent processor unit.
with enough flexibility to support targeted markets.
The CU is also responsible for governing spatial and
temporal parallelism. In our current FLP design, we consider G. Challenges and Opportunities
spatial decomposition on FBs across applications. Multiple
An FLP architecture offers new research opportunitapplications with disjoint FB instances can run in parallel on ies/challenges when considering both FLP designers and users.
individual data streams. No FBs are shared between spatially
parallel applications. Temporal parallelism, where FBs are
I/O Interface
ILP
shared across concurrent streams, is considered as future work.
FLP
Cache

Config

Cache

Memory
Interface

Figure 7: FLP system integration

Input Data Formatters

Output Data Formatters

1) Research Opportunities in FLP Design: The success of blocks (CNV), (b) one General-purpose Arithmetic Unit (ACU),
an FLP depends on the selection of FBs and their potential (c) one Cartesian to polar converter (PMA), (d) one 2-D
composition making it a crucial aspect defining flexibility and derivations Pixel-Edge Classifier (PEC), (e) two range reduction
usability. New research is needed that shifts from optimizing Threshold-Histogram-Compression (THC), two 2-D Integral
individual applications to identifying common functions that Image (IIT). FBs are grouped into four stages, simplifying their
are present in many applications of a market. The challenge connectivity. PVP’s FBs selection was driven by direct customer
becomes to define a small enough set of sufficiently com- feedback and system architects based on sufficient generality
posable functions that provide meaningful computation for a across the Advanced Driver Assistance Systems (ADAS) and
given market. A promising approach is to analyze existing general vision markets combined with feasibility of their
programming frameworks (such as OpenCV for vision) for implementation. As shown, the PVP includes one Arithmetic
frequently used function primitives (as candidates to be an FB) Unit (ACU) to increase flexibility of PVP by supporting basic
and their composition. In addition to focusing only on compute arithmetic and logic operations.
intense functions, a more holistic view is advisable as the goal
Stage3
Stage0 Stage1
Stage2
Stage4
Stage5
is to compute as much as possible within the FLP to avoid
CNV0
THC0
costly data movement. Conversely, a missing FB even if not
IIM0
ACU
compute intense may force expensive transfers to and from
CNV1
ILP. Therefore, a minimal but sufficiently contiguous set of
PEC
CNV2
FBs is desired. Similar to selecting a common functionality,
PMA
IIM1
common data representations have to be defined to enable FB
THC1
CNV3
to FB interaction.
2) Research Opportunities Simplifying FLP Use: With the
PVP Controller
higher abstraction of the FSA, opportunities arise to construct
Figure 8: Pipeline Vision Processor (PVP).
frameworks for simplified access and programming for the
PVP utilizes the main FLP architecture principles including
end-user. Points of interest include the allocation of FBs,
MUX-based
FB-to-FB communication, Autonomous Control
i.e. selecting from a user specification and the simplified
and
scheduling,
parallel application execution and runtime onconfiguration of FBs. While computation complexity is hidden,
the-fly
re-configuration.
However, in contrast to FLP, the PVP
some challenges resurface as composition and communication
focuses
on
streaming
data
only and does not include operational
challenges. As such, bandwidth management, traffic policing is
data
and
its
associated
memory
hierarchy. The selected FBs
needed to facilitate real-time operation. An IDE is desired
operate
with
local
storage
only.
PVP
fetches configuration data
that for allocation and visualization of traffic patterns to
via
separate
DMA
channels
similar
to descriptor-based prosimplify configuration. Scheduling aspects can be studied when
multiple applications concurrently execute on an FLP. At the gramming for the DMA controllers. Stream data enters/exits the
beginning only a static scheduling is assumed. However FBs SoC through system interfaces and interfaces through DMAs
could dynamically join different data streams, which demand a with the cores. Internal traffic between FBs is independent from
dynamic scheduling, offering challenge about context switching system communication fabric avoiding the need for DMAs and
its associated buffers. On-the-fly re-configuration may occur
and policies.
As part of our ongoing research we are working on tools to at granularity of a new image frame.
To have better insight about the PVP, Fig. 9 illustrates two
guide FLP designers in identifying an FSA for a market and
FLP users to develop/compose their applications based on an function blocks PMA and THC. PMA only supports single
operation mode which is translation from Cartesian input (x, y)
existing FLP.
to polar representation (ϕ and M agnitude(M )). It has two
V. E XPERIMENTAL R ESULTS
input ports for receiving the Cartesian values x and y (both
To demonstrate the benefits of an FLP, we discuss and with length of 16 signed bits) and three output ports including
analyze an early example: the Pipeline Vision Processor (PVP)
Input Formatter
0X2
THC
IIM
PEC
0X1
0X3
integrated with two Blackfin DSP/RISC cores into the Analog
Conv
0,1
0,1
Conv0
Conv0
0X4
0,1,2,3
Conv0
0X0
=
|
|
+
|
|
IIM
Devices BF60x SoC [28]. The PVP is an industry product that
IIM
Output Formatter
0,1
0X5
0X9
Input Formatter
0,1
= arctan( )
has been published with user-level documentation. However,
0X8
0X6
Conv0
Output Formatter
0X7
Conv0
Conv0
Conv0
PMA
Control
Register
only limited architecture-level detail of the PVP is revealed as
this is internal to the company. Our FLP is the result of joint
(a) PMA
Input Formatter
work with the PVP chief architect to generalize the architecture
TH4
1- Clipping Mode
Bin3
CNV
2- Quantized Mod
TH3
Conv0
and improve upon it for scalability and efficiency. We use the
Conv0
0,1,2,3
Conv0
Bin2
3- Hysteresis Mode
IIM
TH2
IIM
Output Formatter
Bin1
0,1
results from the manufactured PVP as good indicators for the
0,1
Threshold
TH1
ACU
Bin0
Registers
TH0
FLP potentials.
PMA
THC Control Register THC Status Register
2

A. Architecture Overview
Fig. 8 highlights a simplified architecture of the PVP
offering eleven FBs, including: (a) four 2-D Convolution

2

(b) THC

Figure 9: The structures of PMA and THC functions.

Input Data Formatters

Output Data Formatters

Stage0
Stage1
Stage2
Stage3
Stage4
Stage5
M agnitude (16 bits), ϕ (5 bits) and M agnitude + ϕ (21
CNV0
THC0
bits). The PMA input/output ports are connect to a limited
Step0
HB/LB
Step1
CNV1
subset of FBs based on occurring flows of the considered
Step0
PEC
vision applications. As an example, M agnitude output port is
TSR
Step3
CNV2
only connected to THC and PEC). The PMA control register
Step1
PMA
Step2
determine the targeted input/output ports.
CNV3
Step1
THC (highlighted in Fig. 9b) offers three operation modes:
clipping, quantification and hysteresis. The operation mode
Figure 11: HB/LB and Canny concurrent execution.
is selectable though configuration registers. THC also uses
To show further flexibility, Table II lists the mapping of 10
threshold buffers (programmable at runtime) for calculating histogram values. The THC realizes a fairly simple statistical and embedded vision applications to the PVP. For each application,
control flow (if-then-else conditions) operations with low com- we identified the FB allocation and mapping based on the
putational complexity. Usually, such a block would rarely be PVP FSA. Table II also shows the order in which the FBs
chosen for acceleration in HW. However, by adding THC blocks operate to give a sense of pipeline construction. Consider the
to PVP, it allows to keep the computation/communication on mapping example of IBEM: CONV0 and CONV1 run in parallel
the PVP. This avoids unnecessary interactions with an ILP and in Stage1 followed by PMA in Stage2, THC0 in Stage3 and
finally IIM0 in Stage4. Applications in Table II with the same
thus significantly contributes to efficiency.
background color can run in parallel (HB/LB & Canny; Sobel
B. Mapping Flexibility
& LoG, IBEM & LH, IBEM & IoV).
To demonstrate flexibility and efficiency of the PVP, we
Table II: Application Mapping to PVP.
selected ten applications from embedded vision computing
Stage 1
Stage 2
Stage 3
Stage 4
which are frequently used in ADAS and video surveillance:
CNV0 CNV1 CNV2 CNV3 ACU PMA PEC THC0 THC1 IIM0 IIM1
(1) High/Low Bean Adjustment (HB/LB); (2) Canny Edge
HB/LB Step0
Step1
Canny
Step0 Step1 Step1
Step2 Step3
Detection (Canny); (3) Sobel Edge Detection (Sobel); (4)
Sobel Step0 Step0
Step1
Laplacian on Gaussian (LoG); (5) Threshold Binary Edge Map
Step0 Step1
Step2
LoG
(TBEM); (6) Level Histogram (LH); (7) Integral of Binary Edge
TBEM Step0 Step0
Step1
Step2
Map (IBEM); (8) Integral of Variance (IoV); (9) Difference of
Step0
Step1
LH
IBEM Step0 Step0
Step1
Step2
Step3
Gaussian (DoG); (10) Histogram of Gradients (HoG).

Flow Chart

Function Graph

Smoothing

CNV

Finding Gradients

CNV

Flow Chart

Function Graph

Smoothing

Conv

PMA
Edge Direction
Blurred Edges to Sharp Edges

(a) Canny

Down-Scaling
PEC

Step0
Step2

HoG Step0 Step0
CNV

Finding Edge Strength

IoV

DoG Step0 Step1 Step1

THC

16-level histogeram

(b) HB/LB

Figure 10: Transfering Application FLow Chart to Function
Graph
In this part, we focus on the FLP-PVP flexibility in
supporting many applications within targeted markets. To
illustrate how an application can be composed out of a set
of FBs, Fig. 10 exemplifies the mapping of two applications:
Canny and HB/LB. For Canny (Fig. 10a), one CNV block is
required for image smoothing and two CNV blocks for finding
the x and y gradients. Following that, PMA computes the
edge strength (M agnitude(M )) and the direction (ϕ) as an
indicator of edges for gradients values. Finally, PEC converts
blurred edges to sharp edges. The second example, HB/LB is
shown in Fig. 10b. The application is implemented by mapping
down-sampling to an CNV block and histogram to THC block.
Fig. 11 visualizes the PVP executing HB/LB (red) and Canny
(blue) at the same time. For Canny, the output of CNV1 is
fed back to CNV2 and CNV3, and their joint output feeds
PMA block. For HB/LB Stage2 is bypassed and CNV0 directly
outputs to THC0.

Step1
Step3
Step1 Step2

Step3

C. Computation / Communication Demands
To evaluate computation and communication complexity,
based on the flexibility/efficiency tradeoff we compare three
architecture solutions: a) FLP-PVP solution (highlighted in
Fig. 12a), b) a heterogeneous ILP-BFDSP+HWACCs solution
(Fig. 12b) and c) a ILP-BFDSP solution (Fig. 12c). For ILPBFDSP, we consider a fully ILP-based solution, meaning the
entire application executes on Blackfin DSP cores at 600MHz.
A comparison with ILP+HWACCs is difficult, because FLP
offers a different flexibility/efficiency trade-off as other heterogeneous architectures. A dedicated HWACC for each individual
application would yield optimal efficiency. However, such an
SoC does not exist. In order to find some middle ground,
we choose the most computation-intense as well as the most
frequently appearing kernel to be implemented in HW, while
the remaining computation occurs on the ILPs. In result, we
consider HWACCs for a low-pass filter (based on convolution)
FLP-PVP
Config

Cache

(a) FLP-PVP

ILP-BFDSP
ILP-BFDSP
ILP-BFDSP
Cache
Cache
Cache

Low-Pass
Color/
Filter
Illumination
(Convolution) Extraction
DMA
DMA

(b) ILP-BFDSP+HWACCs

ILP-BFDSP
ILP-BFDSP
ILP-BFDSP
Cache
Cache
Cache

(c) ILP-BFDSP

Figure 12: Architecture alternatives for result comparison

Table III: Computation demand

Table IV: Off-chip communication demand

FLP-PVP
ILP-BFDSP+ACCs
ILP-BFDSP
Applications FLP Oper. ILP Util. ACC Oper. ILP Util. ACC Oper. ILP Util.
[GOPs/s]
[%]
[GOPs/s]
[%]
[GOPs/s]
[%]

Applications

FLP-PVP ILP-BFDSP+ACCs
ILP-BFDSP
[GB/s]
[GB/s]
Non-Fused [GB/s] Fused [GB/s]

HB/LB
TSR(Canny)
HB/LB+TSR

0.148
0.148
0.295

0.325
0.413
0.59

1.77
2.655
4.424

0.708
0.797
1.505

Sobel
LoG
Sobel+LoG

0.148
0.148
0.295

0.325
0.325
0.502

2.065
2.065
4.129

0.738
0.738
1.475

IBEM
IoV
IBEM+IoV

0.148
0.148
0.295

0.502
0.413
0.767

2.655
1.77
4.424

0.797
0.708
1.505

TBEM
LH
TBEM+LH

0.148
0.148
0.295

0.413
0.325
0.59

2.36
1.77
4.129

0.767
0.708
1.475

HB/LB
TSR(Canny)
HB/LB+TSR

7.387
15.106
22.493

0
0
0

4.316
12.616
16.932

159
135
294

0
0
0

370
756
1125

Sobel
LoG
Sobel+LoG

9.628
10.126
19.754

0
0
0

8.466
8.466
16.932

66
91
157

0
0
0

482
507
988

IBEM
IoV
IBEM+IoV

12.699
1.162
13.861

0
0
0

8.466
0.166
8.632

220
53
272

0
0
0

635
59
694

TBEM
LH
TBEM+LH

12.367
7.387
19.754

0
0
0

8.466
4.316
12.782

203
159
362

0
0
0

619
370
988

DoG
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Figure 13: Overall power consumption of FLP-PVP, ILP-BFDSP and ILP-BFDSP+ACCs
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across applications - only the transmission from PVP to
ILP hits the memory interface. For ILP-BFDSP, we assume
and color/illumination extraction in the heterogeneous ILPtwo implementations: (a) non-fused in which each FB is
BFDSP+HWACC. This selection is also supported by the fact
implemented as component and full frames are transferred,
that few existing MPSoCs already provide convolution filter
(b) fused which combines all function blocks into one topas a dedicated HWACCs [4].
level loop around all pixels. We optimistically assume that
Table III compares the computation demand for the 10 90% of data traffic is hidden from off-chip memory. Even
applications when operating on a 1280x960x30Hz video input with our optimistic assumptions, non-fused and fused ILPover the three target architectures. The table lists the GOPs/s BFDSP solutions demand for 2.8 GB/s and 0.96 GB/s memory
achieved by the FLP-PVP when executing individual applica- bandwidth on average which is at least 5x more than the
tions. It also presents the estimated required ILP utilization for FLP-PVP solution. For ILP-BFDSP+HWACCs case, 0.45 GB/s
both ILP-BFDSP+HWACCs and ILP-BFDSP solutions when off-chip memory access is required on average (2.3x more than
executing the same application. The FLP-PVP executes 12.6 the FLP-PVP solution). For ILP-BFDSP+HWACCs, we also
GOPs/s on average and 22.4 GOPs/s on peak performance make optimistic assumptions including 128KB as the HWACCs
with no need for an ILP. In contrast, 634% ILP utilization is job size which allows keeping streaming data passed between
required on average for ILP-BFDSP solution to offer same HWACCs and ILPs in on-chip scratchpads. To give an idea, onamount of computation (requiring 7 Blackfin cores at least). chip fabric needs to support more than 1 GB/s on average and
Our estimations make many favorable assumptions for the up to 1.7 GB/s to move data between HWACCs and Blackfin
ILPs including optimal pipeline utilization without any stalls cores.
and also exclude data fetches from memory - rendering an
ILP implementation unfeasible in a realistic setting. For ILP- D. Power Overhead
BFDSP+HWACCs, the ILP utilization is lower – thanks to
For power comparison, we measured the PVP computeacceleration on HWACCs. However, the ILPs still run the related power consumption on the TSMC 65nm Low Power
remaining application, as well as schedule and synchronize the (LP) process at 83MHz [9]. For Blackfin core, we measured
HWACCs. On average the ILP is 173% utilized (requiring 2 280mW in full-on mode (no memory traffic) on a comparable
Blackfin cores). One example, up 4 cores are still needed for single core BF527 in 65nm process [29]. We assume LPDDR2
parallel (TBEM + LH) applications in addition to HWACCs, memory interface, consuming 40pJ per bit transfer [30] with
while they can completely run on a single FLP.
15pJ per bit for SDRAM off-chip memory access [3]. For the
Comparing communication demands in Table IV, we focus selected HW accelerators, we assume an equal power efficiency
on off-chip traffic, since it significantly contributes to energy as measured for the corresponding PVP FB.
consumption in comparison to on-chip traffic (on-chip traffic
Fig. 13 shows the power consumption for the architecture
consumes about 100x less power consumption than off-chip alternatives: ILP-BFDSP NonFused (ILP-NF), ILP-BFDSP
traffic). FLP-PVP shows constant communication (148 MB/s) Fused (ILP-F), ILP-BFDSP+HWACCs (ILP-ACC) and FLP-

PVP (FLP). We distinguish between compute (blue) and communication (red) power. For both ILP and ILP+ACC we also
consider an idealistic assumption of 0 power consumption for
the sleep mode of ILPs that are not fully utilized. The Fig. 13
demonstrates that FLP-PVP considerably reduces computation
power consumption by 18x over both ILP-NF and ILP-F and
close to 6x over ILP-BFDSP+HWACCs. The significant power
reduction stems from FLP eliminating instruction overhead and
general-purpose micro-architecture and data path, redundant
data/instruction memory accesses, leading to a considerable
power reduction on FLP-PVP solution. The FLP-PVP also
shows a significantly lower communication power (red) in
Fig. 13. FLP achieves 18x, 7x and more than 2x power
reduction in off-chip memory access in comparison to ILPFused, ILP-NF and ILP+ACC respectively, excluding the power
of on-chip communication and SRAM buffers required for
realizing ILP+ACC.
On average, our FLP-based solution consumes 14x-18x less
power than ILP-based solutions and 5x less power than an
hybrid ILP+ACC. Our results clearly demonstrate the excellent
performance and power efficiency of the PVP even when
making many unrealistically optimistic assumptions in favor
of the compared ILP solutions.
VI. C ONCLUSIONS
This paper has introduced Function-Level Processors (FLPs)
as a new processing element architecture that combines efficient
execution (performance and power) with sufficient flexibility
that allows executing different applications within the same
market. An FLPs consist of a set of configurable Function
Blocks (FBs), each implementing a kernel function. FLPs offer
a flexible interconnect network that allows composing FBs into
a custom pipeline. We demonstrated FLP benefits using an
industry example of the Pipeline Video Processor (PVP) part
of the ADI BF609. We highlight the flexibility by mapping ten
embedded vision applications to the PVP. The FLP-PVP has
a much lower power consumption over comparable ILP and
ILP+HWACC solutions (on average 14x-18x and 5x reduction
respectively). This configurability and efficiency make FLPs
ideal candidates for market-oriented MPSoCs. Markets of
interest include embedded vision computing, software defined
radio, and bio-medical analytics.
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